Contribution of neurogenic mechanisms to control of intrinsic heart rate.
Altered autonomic tone as well as humoral factors can change the intrinsic rate of the cardiac pacemaker. To study the relationships of neurogenic and humoral factors on intrinsic heart rate (IHR) we used sinoaortic deafferentation (SAD) to increase sympathetic activity, lesion of nucleus ambiguus to reduce central parasympathetic activity, and one-kidney, one-clip (1K1C) renal hypertension to transiently increase the activity of the renin-angiotensin system and the combination of 1K1C hypertension with SAD. In conscious rats, IHR was determined using combined blockade with atropine and propranolol. Rats with 1K1C hypertension (7th day) showed increased mean arterial pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR), and IHR. Rats with SAD (4th day) demonstrated increased MAP and HR, but in contrast, had decreased IHR. Lesion of nucleus ambiguus increased HR and decreased IHR. When 1K1C hypertension was combined with SAD an additional increase in MAP and HR occurred, whereas IHR was reduced compared with renal hypertension alone. These data suggest that IHR is influenced greatly by autonomic tone and that the tachycardia in renal hypertension is linked to increased IHR that is dependent on integrity of the baroreflex.